DOCTRINE ANNEX 3-30, COMMAND AND CONTROL
SUMMARY OF CHANGES

Summary of Key Changes: 7 January 2020 – Formal Revision

- Adds vignette to reflect implementation of NDS emphasis on peer/near-peer competition in a contested environment to attain and maintain a desired degree of airspace control

- Updates discussions on Commander of Air Force Forces/Joint Air Component Commander into Air Component Commander construct
  - Clarifies the use of the term “air component commander” when referring to duties and functions that could be carried out by the Commander of Air Force Forces or Joint Force Air Component Commander

- Updates Joint Force Air Component Commander tasks

- Updates and clarifies the Joint Air Component Coordination Element responsibilities

- Adds Commander of Air Force Forces responsibilities to commercial support operations

- Adds a description of current air component C2 structures

- Expands discussion of directors of space and cyberspace forces

- Updates multinational and interagency considerations

- Adds knowledge management and Air Force Forces staff vignettes to Appendix C

- Adjusts ‘content flow’ and ‘tone’ as necessary

- Verifies and updates all hyperlinks

- Updates terminology and abbreviations throughout